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ABSTRACT, All equation has been developed for calculating the radiation resistance 
of skew-wire high frequency transmission lines, by the method of ‘ induced e.m.f.' It 
has been shown that the general formula derived can be applied for any orientation of the 
, transmission lines with respect to each other, In view of the practical layout design of 
transmission lines, six special case.s of orientation of the lines have been considered, foi 
which the expressions for radiation resistance have been deduced matheniarically and 
verided by independent process. Finally, for practical verification of the expressions 
obtained, the variation of radiation resistance of skew-wire transmission lines without 
taper when the angle of elevation of one of the wire.s is increased, has been experimentally 
determined.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
The Study of the radiation resistance of transmission lines has recently 
gained considerable importance due to their wide applications at very high 
frequencie.s. Radiation resistance of parallel and coplauar tapered-wire 
in high Ireqnency transmission lines and the effects of bends and durves of 
various types on the same have been studied by one of us (Banerjee, 1935 ; 
Banerjee and Singh, 1936) previously. It may be mentioned however, that 
the transmission lines instead of always being coplanar may happen to be 
skew owing to the unavoidable layout of the transmission lines. In the 
present communication we have developed a general formula for the calcula­
tion of radiation resistance for half wave length long skew-wire transmission 
lines, with any kind of orientation of the two wires with respect to each 
other. For the practical use of the problems six special cases have been 
considered for different orientations of the lines for which the expression.^ 
for radiation resistance have been deduced from the general equation and 
verified independently by the method of * induced e.m-f.'
t h e o r e t i c a l  C O N S I D E R A T I O N S
Eet BP  and C K  in Fig- j represent tM'o skew-wires half wavelength 
long. The total radiaticto resistance jRi of the' two wires of transmission 
lines when the currents in them are in antiphase is given by
R f ^  2 {Rii~“ Rit) (i)
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where R n  is the radiation resistance of one of the wires and is the 
radiation resistance of one wire due to the other. R j, can be calculated after 
Pistolkors, fiQ?9) and Banerjee (1935)- Rial can be -calculated' from the 
relation, ,! ,
Rjz ~ ~  J  {mr)dr (2)
Where E ,  is the value of electric field at any point O along the 'wire a d^rte 4o 
the current in the wire i  (Fig. i). For the'dalculatioto Of' lE; we have to find 
out the value of electric intensity Ei. parallel'to the wire li aW  E,i l^f> r^pendl- 
tu'lar to this direction as shown, in Fig. .1. We will then havfe,-' ‘ ■
, ' Er = EiCoii^ +Epcos (j> ..1
where V'ds the angle between £7, and the wiJfe; 2, and i&.the angle between 
Ep and the,;.., same wire. By evaluating £'k and Rp.gfter ..Cnrtei, (J9»a) itm ay 
be shown that r ' ; - ' . I  '»ui l"'' '?'>7
Ria = 30 /  90^  >psin (mr)dr + ^o f  pos-V'-sin (inr)drJ 7 2   ^  ^ 'V O
' ■' ,A f^'sinwTa Z -  'l' ^ .* / ' '•
.i -u;, , , r 30_/ ■ 7 } ■  • r T p ~  •. d r  j , ,  . , ,,J f J
- 3 0 /
- ry 
sin iHfi
—  cos <p sin (wr)dT (4>;
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where m =  ajr/A, / = length of the wires, /  and p arc the coordinates of the 
point O with reference to wire i , and ri and are the distances of the point 
O from the input and output ends respectively of wire i. Thus, knowing 
the values of /,  p, r,, r^ ,  ^ and  ^ from the orientation ot the lines, the 
radiation resistance, can be calculated with the help of equation (4). For 
representing the orientation of the lines for the general case of skew-wires 
a reference plane is taken which is defined as the plane containing one wire 
and the line joining the input ends of the w'ires. The angle which the other 
wire makes with the reference plane is the angle of elevation. The reference 
plane mentioned above is the plane of the paper in Fig. i .  Wire i lies on 
this plane and wire 2 makes an angle of elevation 0 with this plane. CM 
represents the projection of wire 2 on the reference plane and therefore 
angle MCR »  angle 0 , The tapering angles for these wires may be represent­
ed by the angles which these wires, or their projections on the reference 
plane, make with the lines drawn on the reference plane perpendicular to 
the line joining the input ends of the transmission lines. In Fig. r, angle 
PEN  and angle MCH,  represented by and P respectively, are the tapering 
angles of wires 1 and 2 •
Now, for evaluating Z, p, r,, r~, <p and  ^ take any point 0  on the wire 2, 
at a distance r from the input end of this wire. From O draw a line 0/1 
perpendicular to wire i . AD  is the projection of the line OA on the reference 
plane. Draw CE perpendicular to AD  and BE perpendicular to CD. It will 
be seen from the diagram that Z C B F  =  L E C H  =  Z.«.
Now 
and, as
Z =  A B -  C E - C F  = CD cos (« + )^ k sin «, 
CD =  T cos 61, Z -  r cos 6 cos (a + ( i ) - k  sin « . .  (5 )
p = OA =  V/iO* + OD* = V U £  + £P)® + OD*
A s A E  = BF = k cos «, and ED = CD sin (=t + /3) =  r cos 6 sin (* + /3) 
we get p =  V {r cos & sin (« + + fe cos “ }* + r® sin® 0
= OB = +
(6) 
.. (7)
0 F  =  -  (8)
For calculating the angles 0 and 0 , join AC  and OE.  In the A A C O  the 
angle .<400 =  0 and
COS0 r® + p®-/4C® 
arp
Now A C ‘ = CB  ^+ B A*-2 CB .B A  cos (CBA) = k^  + Z’^  + zkZ sin «
0 s= cos"
r® + P® -  fe® -  -  2kZ sin«
2Tp
(9 )
For calculating  ^ triangle CEO is considered in which angle OCE — ^
/. cos ^  .+
2 OC.CE 2f“ cos COS(» + /il
_ r" + /  co&~S cos' (“  + fi)— sin '^ 61 — cos^  ^sin” + /3)
2r*'COS  ^cos (a+ J^
= cos (« + ji) cos^
 ^ = cos"’ [cos (a + /3) cos6*] ... (10)
The six special cases mentioned previously have been considered below 
for calculation of radiation resistance. It may be mentioned, however, that 
as fj and are functions of p and Z, we will consider the expressionsj for 
Z, p, <p and  ^ only in the following cases.
Case I . Skew wires with single taper, ( = o).
Substituting a = 0 in equations (5), 16), (9) and (10) we get
/  = r cos 6 cos /3
/' = V [r cos 9 cos ;8 + fe] “ + sin“^
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0 = cos"' 2rp
 ^ =  cos” '[cos ^ cos 9 ]
Case 2. Skew-wires without taper.
For this case, = ^=0, which gives from the same equations as 
mentioned in case i,
Z. =  r cos 9 
p = V + r® sin'tf
0 = cos"
Case 3- Coplanar tapered wire.
r  s i n * ^ and  ^ — 9
For coplanar wires 9 =  o  and substituting this in equations (5), (6),
(9) and (10) we get,
Z = r cos (* + /8) “  fe sin « 
p — k cos »■ + r sin {*.+ /8.)
0 =  [n-'a-(a + /3)] and V'= (“  + /S)
Case 4. Coplanar wires with equal taper. " '
In tliis case ff =  o and a =x /3 and we have
Z = r cos 2« —/t sin « • ‘
‘ p ~ T sin 2^+.fe cos «
0 =  (-t / a — aa) and ^ =  a«
Case 5. Coplanar wires with single taper (^  =  « = o).
This will give,
Z = r cos fi, p = k -h r sin ■’ '
0 = and ii> — (i ■ • ■ • . , ■ ;
Case 6. Parallel wdres. , r
This is obtained by making fJ = a = ^ = o which leads to the’ Usual- 
expressions given as, , ' : . i
Z = r, p =  fe, 0 = jr/2 and  ^ = o
values of Z, p, 0 and  ^ obtained in the above equations have been verified 
by evaluating them from their actual orientations, the diagramatic represen­
tations of which have not been shown separately-
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E X P E R I M B N T A L
The radiation resistance of skew wire transmission lines with any orienta­
tion can be determined experimentally by the method adopted by Banerjee 
(1935! and subsequently by Banerjee and Singh (1936) for measuring the 
radiation resistance of parallel and coplanar tapered transmission Hues. In 
the present communication, however, the variation of radiation resistance of 
untapered skew-wires as described in case a, in the previous section, has been 
experimentally determined, when the angle of elevation of one of the wires 
is increased.
In the case of skew-wires the mean radiation resistance per unit length 
is obtained from the relation
R  ^  2^v^X-./d,
where  ^ is the attenuation constant, and, L  and L are the mean values of 
inductance and capacity per unit length of the w'ires. The mean value of
it/LjC can be written as.
V ai
12 0 _______ _ [
®U-cos^) + fe*-fe / '
v'-ilVl-OOB »)+U>
\Oge~dX
a
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where d is the diameter of the wire and x  is the separation between the wiresi 
denoted by the distance between any two points on the two transmission 
lines which are equidistant from their respective input ends. After integrat­
ing the above expression, we get,
120
2lHi-cosB) + k^  — k
V'2l* ( i- c o 30) + f e * - f e lo g .^  + fe
a
*/2^(1 -cos^j + fe*| log.
zk
2 V 2l ’‘ ( l  -COS^) + fe
')
The attenuation constant « is determined experimentally as stated above, 
by drawing resonance curves obtained by noting the deflections in a sensitive 
galvanometer at the input end of the transmission lines as a short circuiting 
bridge is moved along the lines. It should be mentioned, however, that the 
short circuiting metal bridge is moved along the length of the wires in such 
a way that the points of contact of the bridge with the wires may W 
equidistant from their respective input ends. Thus finding out tx and tlie 
mean value of V U f C ,  radiation resistance is obtained for various angles olf 
elevation of one of the wires.
: , T abivE I
Wavelength— 254.0 cm.
Distance between input ends— 5.0 cm.
Total radiation Total radiation
: elevation resistance in ohms resistance in ohms
(observed) c^alculated)
0" 5.96 5-92
a* 10.49 10.19
4" 14.11 I4.0T
6 * 15.39 15.34
Table I shows the ladiation resistance of untapered skew-wire transmis­
sion lines half wave-length long when angle of elevation, 6, of one of the 
lines is increased, edlunin' 2 contains the experimentally observed valuies of 
radiation resistance and column 3 gives the calculated values for comparison. 
It may be mentioned, how^ever, that as the experimentally observed values of 
radiation resistance include the ohmic resistance of the lines, the values shown 
in column 2 contain the sum of radiation resistance calculated from equa­
tion (4) and the high frequency ohmic resistance of the lines. Fig. 2 pow s 
the variation of radiation resistance of untapered skew-wire transmission 
lines, as the angle of elevation of one of the lines is increased. The dotted 
line shows the caiciilated variation of radiation resistance and the continuous 
one represents the experimental variation*
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Angle of elevation in degrees—V
'I F i g . 2 ' ’ ' ,
S U M M A R Y  A M d  C O N C L U S I O N  '
A general foriiiu la for calcu latin g radiation  resistance of skew-wire radio- 
frequency transm ission  lines has been obtained by the m ethod of ‘ induced 
e .in .f . ’ I t  has been shown |;hat wi^th the help of th is form ula radiation 
resistance can be calculated for any orientation of the transm ission lines with 
fiespect to  each olher, and equation for s ix  special cases of-or ieutaticm'itf the 
lines have been derived froin the gen era l form ula and vei?rfied independently . 
F o r  the sake of prac^'icdl interest',* the variation of rkdiation -resi6tdnce 
of the above cases, nam elyj -'fot SkeW-Wire transm ission  linek'Without 
fiv'hfeh the an gle d f  elevation of ofie'’6f’ the vS'ires is increas'ed, has been verified 
experim en tally . r :: , •  • f ,
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